
UPTEC PEDESTAL SYSTEM 
 
The Uptec pedestal system is simple to use. Below you will see the necessary parts to it. There are two 
base options, SUPAL for lower height restrictions (below 1 ¾”) and the SUPAS for all other heights. Both 
bases work with the SUPAR stackable ring. The space pad snaps into the top of base.  
 

Pricing is as follows: 
SUPAL: retail price $6.98 ea. 
SUPAS: retail price $7.48 ea. 
SUPAR: retail price $1.98 ea. 
SUPA2: retail price $2.48 ea. 
 

SUPAL – LOW PEDESTAL FOR RAISED FLOORS 

The Uptec SUPAL support is adjustable in height from 28mm to 43 mm 
(nominally 1” to 1 ¾”). The support can be both self-leveling and fixed: by 
rotating the pre-included mechanism, it’s possible to switch from one mode to 
another in few seconds, without any additional accessory. When in self-
leveling mode, the head can compensate slopes up to 5%. On the head it is 
possible to apply the accessories for standard installations (2mm spacers or 
4mm spacers). Holes have been made on the base to allow the water to flow 
out, and on the lower side 4 pre-cut lines to easily cut the pedestals when you 
come to corners or perimeters. 

 

 

 



SUPAS – STANDARD PEDESTAL FOR RAISED 
FLOORS 

The Uptec SUPAS support is adjustable in height from 43 to 58 mm 
(nominally 1 ¾” to 2 ¼”). The support can be both self-leveling and fixed: by 
rotating the pre-included mechanism, it’s possible to switch from one mode to 
another in few seconds, without any additional accessory. When in self-
leveling mode, the head can compensate slopes up to 5%. On the head it is 
possible to apply the accessories for standard installations (2mm spacers or 
4mm spacers). To reach higher elevations, just add the SUPAR stackable 
extension ring. Holes have been made on the base to allow the water to flow 
out, and on the lower side 4 pre-cut lines to easily cut the pedestals when you 
come to corners or perimeters. 

 

 

 

SUPAR – SUPAR STACKABLE RING 

Uptec SUPAR is a stackable ring to be used in combination with the standard 
supports, SUPAS and SUPASFX from 58 mm up. Each extension ring is 30 
mm (nominally 1 ¼”). SUPAR has been designed to be easily assembled, 
thanks to the symbols placed both on the ring and on the base of the support 



(open padlock / closed padlock). It can be used individually or as a 
combination of multiple SUPAR until it reaches the desired height. 

 



 
 


